
Smarty_update_v01.03.14 

Release date: February, 5th 2014 

- Full compatibility with SmartyCam and SmartyCamGP with large and small displays 

Smarty_update_v01.03.10 

Release date: November, 22nd 2011 

- Fixed bug, in some condition SmartyCam starts recording with wrong ZOOM 2X with narrow angle lens 

- Fixed a bug that could seldom produce an upside down video 

- Fixed a bug that can broke the recording into many small videos, when SmartyCam is connected to a Master logger 

- Fixed a bug that could produce a missing recording after online if the USB cable is removed without send the stop online     
ccommand from SmartyManager 

- Improved compatibility with some firewalls that causes "ten seconds only" online 

Smarty_update_v01.03.06 

Release date: August, 4th 2011 

- Added support for SmartyCamGP 

- Added rotation of long track name 

- Other minor bugs fixed 

Smarty_update_v01.02.24 

Release date: April, 8th 2011 

- Added new date format (MM/DD/YYYY) 

- Default power off timeout 15 min 

- Other minor bugs fixed 

Smarty_update_v01.02.10 

Release date: February, 21st 2011 

- Fixed bug auto power off during recording in stand alone mode 

- Fixed bug on Split Time in Stand Alone Mode 

Smarty_update_v01.02.06 

Release date: January, 20th 2011 



 

- GUI translation updated 

- Fixed Bug on load video file name 

 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.02.02 

Release date: November, 24th 2010 

 

- Slave processor firmware: 47.06.06 

- GPS Ext firmware: 35.27 

- Added GPS track mapping 

- Added support for .mov file 

- Added Rec Strategy page 

- Simplified AutoPowerOff logic 

- Simplified AutoRecorder logic. Auto Recording from accelerometer; setting is cleared if the Camera is connected to a Master 

- Manual STOP is disabled when SmartyCam record from a Master 

- No AutoPowerOff during Online or micro SD activity 

- Improved micro SD detection 

- Added automatic micro SD file system check on startup / card insertion 

- Added support for micro SD formatted with MacOs. 

  BEWARE SmartyCam upgrade doesn’t work with a micro SD formatted by MacOS 

- New management for the selection of the tracks 

- Create temporary file of fix (.fof) to recover a broken .mov using aim_mov_fix_v01.00.msi 

- Minor fix. 

 
 
 
 

Smarty_update_v01.01.02 

 

- Minor fix in aim_overlay and aim_smarty_ui 

- Fixed bug for mask without objects 

- New Slave Fw. 47.05.16: Set Lat/Lon/Height to FULL_SCALE(---) for GPSfix != 3 for ExtGps 

- Fixed bug in nsat visualization in preview page 

- Added GPS track in overlay 

- Fixed bug in sat info visualization in GPS status page 

- New overlay objects (Smarty Manager v1.03.01 Beta) 

- Multiple logos 

- Separated internal/external audio settings 

- On line stability improved (Smarty Manager v1.03.07 Beta) 

- Improved the ability to move forward and backward in the video file 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Smarty_update_v01.00.44 

 

- Fixed bug in Dutch language 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.42 

  

- Fixed bug in strongest satellites visualization on GPS Status page 

-  Fixed Bug Track Found with M4 Master (New Slave Fw 47.05.12) 

-  Fixed bug on UTCvalid 

-  Fix ACC_Y sign 

-  Smarty GPS power off if EXT GPS connected 

-  Added info about EXT GPS 

-  Disable FIX and EN/Dis in LapManagement when Smarty is Slave with EXT GPS 

-  New Slave firmware that support external GPS antenna 

-  Manual audio settings 

-  Bug fix in Longitude visualization 

-  Fix crash when you remove USB cable during PC online 

-  Better contrast in overlay images 

-  Automatic micro SD fs repair 

-  SmartyCam reboot on pink screen detect 

-  Minor bug fix 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.36 

 

- Fix Lat/Log values in overlay 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.34 

 

- Fixed blinking at startup 

- Other minor fix and improvement 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.30 

 

- New accelerometer 2D (Require SmartyManager V 1.01.05) 

- User define AVI file name (Require SmartyManager V 1.01.05) 

- User settings are kept during update 

- Standalone SmartyCam can be connected to an external GPS 

- Improved A/V sync 

- Reduced video jumps 

- Improved CMOS setup, faster start/stop recording 

- Recorded AVI file name in 4GB split has the same radix and a counter 



- Other minor bug fix 

- Added Automatic gain control for audio capture 

- Set time function does not have reboot any more 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.20 

 

- Improved connection with Master 

 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.16 

 

- Recording is disabled when online is running 

 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.12 

 

- File recorded may be cutted anywere 

 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.10 

 

- Adaptive framerate with uSD speed to avoid frames jump 

- Three quality level to have good quality or save space 

- Fixed deadlock after some restart 

 

 

 

 

Smarty_update_v01.00.08 

 

- Added PC online (SmartyManager v1.01.01) 


